FIRST
We must conclude from this that, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, Nuremberg was especially a manufacturing center for compasses of this kind, which were constructed in such numbers that they not only satisfied the requirements of the inland. trade, but were also exported. I shall in fact cite, later, two authorities showing that in the first half of the sixteenth century Span- Although, therefore, the deviation of the magnetic needle from the astronomical meridian had been confirmed at different places up to about •55o, it would be very misleading to assume that this knoxvledge--at any rate, among scholars--soon became common property. On tt•e contrary, up to about the end of the sixteenth century, most of the writers on magnetism and dials made no mention whatever of the declination of the magnetic needle.
The reason for this should be sought for in the fact that no contemporaneous account of the above-mentioned observations appeared in print which would have contributed to their wider difktsion, as also to the circumstance spoken of above, that the deviation was regarded simply as a peculiarity of the magnet concerned, but not of the station, as the documents of Rheticus distinctly show. Again, these first determinations of the magnetic declination were The method of the determination of the declination consisted originally, as the notice in the diary of Columbus of the date September •7, •492, already shows us, simply in sighting from the compass to the Pole Star, and thus obtaining the deviation of the magnetic needle on the disk of the compass. That in this way no great accuracy could be attained is self-evident. It is also to be questioned whether the movement of Polaris, which describes about the !qorth Pole a circle of about 5 degrees in diameter, was always taken into account. Already among the older writers on the magnet do we find, namely, an uncertainty in this regard; at one time they say that the magnetic needle points always towards the North Pole; at another, they assign to it the property of being ever directed toward the Pole Star.
An improvement in the method of determining the declination at sea was, therefore, a first essential, if the hope, cherished with so much love and perseverance, of a solution of the longitude problem by magnetism, was to be realized. An apothecary of Seville, Felipe Gui!len, of whom, unfortunately, we know nothing further, was the one who thought out with this aim a new and better method of determining the declination. it is in this connection interesting to note that the German dials (compasses in the foregoing meaning of the word) furnished to the Spanish observer, not only the suitable magnetic needle, but indirectly also the method itself; for this consisted simply in determining with an arrangement like a sun-dial with magnetic needle, the magnetic azimuth of the sun at equal altitudes before and after noon by means of a centrally placed style or gnomon. The half difference of the azimuths, which were reckoned from !xl. through E. to S. and from N. through W. to S. as far as x8o ø, was the desired declination of the magnetic needle from the meridian.
Felipe Gui!len, wao presented this instrument (br•jula de variaci•n) in I525, to the king of Portugal, Jogo III, has unfortunately
